Funding from the Max Geldner Dissertation Fund

Applicants must be doctoral students at or already hold a doctorate from the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Basel. The Max Geldner Fund offers three types of funding:

1. Contributions to printing costs for dissertation monographs

The application form must be submitted before the monograph goes to print together with the publisher quote or invoice and a recommendation letter from the applicant’s first supervisor. The applicant is obliged to pay an appropriate amount toward the cost of printing the monograph or to raise funds from other foundations/funds. Applications for third-party funding from other foundations/funds are welcome; in particular, the University’s Dissertation Fund awards grants complementary to the Max Geldner Fund. All other third-party funds must be reported to the Dean’s Office for the attention of the Max Geldner Fund before and after the award.

The contribution from the Max Geldner Fund will only be paid once the deposit copies have been submitted to the university library and the final printing invoice and final statement of additional external funding are available. No specimen copies are required apart from the deposit copies for the university library. The financial support provided by the Max Geldner Fund must be mentioned in the foreword to the printed dissertation.

2. Contribution to open-access publications

Support is available for the publication of a doctoral student’s fourth article of a cumulative dissertation, providing the article is published in a fee-based, open-access and peer-reviewed journal.

The application form is to be submitted together with the quote/invoice and a recommendation letter from the applicant’s first supervisor. The recommendation letter must state that this is a high-quality academic journal (high-impact journal, peer-reviewed). The article must have been verifiably accepted by the journal. The contribution is paid as soon as the invoice is submitted.

3. Language editing for dissertations

The Max Geldner Dissertation Fund awards one-time contributions to language editing if the dissertation was not written in the author’s first language or was written by authors whose language skills are insufficient to ensure a high standard of quality in the final edit. Only language editing for the publication version is subsidized (see publication regulations of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences). The quote/invoice must be submitted with the application form. The contribution is paid as soon as the invoice is submitted.

The Max Geldner Fund reserves the right to reduce the contribution agreed if the final invoice amount is lower than originally estimated. If payment of the approved contribution is not requested within 5 years, the applicant may request that the contribution period be extended by providing important reasons. Otherwise, the contribution pledged will be returned to the Max Geldner Fund.

Applications submitted to the Office of the Dean of Research by 15 February or 15 September at the latest will be considered in the subsequent meeting in February/March or September/October.

If you have any questions, please contact Ms. Hildegard Räuber (hildegard.raeuber@unibas.ch) at the Office of the Dean of Research, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.